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Spreading technology | Product overview

Op timum spreading is guaranteed

Our experience, your
The nutrient-efficient spreading system with dribble
bar systems and sliding skate
Liquid manure as a nutrient source
Liquid manure and digestates are reusable materials. These highly valuable nutrient
sources, which contain trace elements and organic matter, become more important as
the cost of artificial nutrients rises. However, to distribute liquid manure as a natural
source of nutrients economically, successfully and properly, the distribution system must
be precise, clean and low in odor. All Vogelsang spreading systems satisfy these
requirements even under difficult conditions.

Cutting-edge technology and superior quality
We continuously develop and optimize our spreading technology. The practical results
reveal that these efforts pay off, which has also been confirmed in a variety of DLG
(German Agricultural Society) focus tests: intelligent design maximizes the working
widths and ensures even nutrient application regardless of weather conditions. Robust
frame designs, intelligent management of part-width sections, optimized hose layout,
innovative specialized solutions, and precise and robust precision distributors have been
ensuring the success of farms, contractors and machinery rings for more than 30 years.

Efficient and flexible spreading
Our full extensive range of equipment includes from umbilical application systems from
6-28m, tanker based systems up to 36 m width, and up to 18 m width for self-propelled
vehicles. Every system allows you to spread liquid manure directly onto growing crops,
with low emissions and high nutrient efficiency.

Compatible and configurable
We build dribble bar systems for all trailed tankers and self-propelled vehicles independent of the manufacturer, capacity, tyres, materials, or pump system. A broad range
of products and various attractive options for adapting to specific farm conditions and
different approaches can be individually configured. Our agricultural consultants will be
glad to help you put together a dribble bar system that is tailored for your farm.

Sliding skate
Many of our Vogelsang dribble bar systems can be fitted with the Vogelsang BaseRunner
sliding skate directly at the factory. The skate is integrated on the lower pipe separating
existing crops so that the liquid manure can be spread directly under them. The result is
effective and efficient spreading in existing grass and crops.
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benefit:
Our dribble bar linkage systems
A system with maximum flexibility: we offer variants and options to
meet your specific needs.
Self-propelled vehicles

Compax – 6 to 18 m

Umbilical Systems

BackPac – 9 to 28 m

Tankers

SwingUp – 7,5 to 18 m

SwingMax3 – 18 to 33 m

DoubleSwing – 27 to 36 m

SwingMax36 – 36 m
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Unique Vogelsang
technology
With our dribble bar systems nutrients
from liquid manure are put to effective use.

Tailored applications and robust designs that are easy to use

Distribution systems demand
technological teamwork
The frame, distributor head and hoses are
carefully designed and composed for the
best spreading performance.

Optimum hose distribution
The discharge hoses of Vogelsang dribble
bar systems have all similar lengths
thanks to optimized hose guidance. The
liquid manure reaches the soil almost
simultaneously. Efficient application
across the entire working width and
length is also ensured.

Vogelsang special hose
Experience gives us knowledge. For this
reason hose material and the composition of the plastics were developed
over the last few decades specifically
for Vogelsang. The combination of raw
materials that we use for our special
hoses is characterized by high robustness,
elasticity, and UV resistance. This makes
them resistant to the effects of chemical
and the environmental influences.
The unique manufacturing technique we
use for our rigid end hoses brings a
dditional benefits. The hose sections
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used as end hoses are always straight and
dimensionally accurate. Your advantage:
there is no need for springs, which are
prone to wear, and the hoses always
remain open and do not stick. In addition
this rigid arrangement of the end hoses
ensures a defined distance between
discharge lines.

Precision distributors
Vogelsang precision distributors evenly
and constantly distribute the liquid
manure into the spreading hoses, which
is an important pre-requisite for making

the most of liquid manure as a recyclable
material. Our precision distributors
achieve this with the upmost accuracy.

TeleShift
The booms on the dribble hose,
extendable via TeleShift, enable large
working widths while keeping the
transport dimensions small. TeleShift
is the telescoping function that further
reduces the transport length, keeping
the system within the front and rear of
the equipment.
Further details on page 8

TopSwing

DropStop

With SwingMax frame, the working
width can be increased even further with
the practical unfolding mechanism. During transport, the outer frame elements
are hydraulically folded 180 degrees
and placed on top of the main frame. In
combination with TeleShift, this reduces
the transport length of the booms by up
to 4 meters. TopSwing on the SwingMax
linkage makes it compatible to be used
on short and compact tankers.
Further details on page 8

When driving on the road, the hoses of
the dribble bar system are folded upward
180 degrees into a vertical position.
This reliably prevents dripping and keeps
the road clean.

Slope compensator
Flexible discharge hoses, free flow suspension, and the slope compensator of
the supporting frame on the SwingMax
systems allow the linkage to be optimally

adapted to any terrain. All rigid elements
are kept at a maximum distance from
the ground, making it perfectly safe even
to drive over uneven terrain.

EasyPack
We supply dribble bar systems as an EasyPack on a transporting frame, completely
pre-installed and tested. This makes it easy
for you to assemble your Vogelsang dribble
bar system quickly on your tanker. We also
offer the installation on your vehicle at our
factory facilities by our trained staff.

SwingUp
pre-mounted as
an EasyPack
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The hear t o f ever y distribution system

Vogelsang precision distributors
DosiMat and ExaCut: precision and reliability for every distribution system
Liquid manure, a valuable commodity,
must be spread evenly and accurately.
Vogelsang precision distributors do what
their name says. Uniformity with a distribution coefficient below 5 percent can
be achieved, making spreading a reliable
process.

1. Liquid manure inlet (from above)

Blade 2.

5. Cutting screen

DosiMat LVX
Maximum precision and numerous
possible configurations
With this hydraulically operated cutting
and distribute system, the liquid manure
flows from above into the rotor where it is
distributed evenly through to the outlets.
Fibers and foreign matter is reliably shredded
by the integral cutting system. This design
enables highly accurate lateral distribution.
The DosiMat LVX is equipped with a dual
sealing system and a feature allowing visual
inspection of leakages, which helps ensure
operational safety.
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Liquid manure
outlet

6. Liquid manure and cut

4.
Safety valve 3.

fibrous matter

DosiMat LVX layout (only blades shown in yellow, rotor removed)

ExaCut ECL – the compact precision distributor
Optimal cutting results with maximum reliability
Thanks to its rotor technology, the compact precision distributor
ExaCut ECL cuts and distributes excellently and smoothly. Liquid
manure is distributed homogeneously through the options of 20
to 60 outlets. With hose diameters from DN 40 up to DN 60 the
optimum volume options of liquid manure can also be treated.
A self-adjusting and self-sharpening cutting system is standard,
and the product boasts extremely long lifetime together with

maximum ease of maintenance. The integral stone trap protects
the entire spreading system against trouble because of foreign
matter.

ExaCut ETX – reliable spreading of liquid manure
Precision distributor for liquid manure spreading with an
innovative, eccentric distribution concept
The ExaCut ETX works on the well-known eccentric distribution
principle, which we have improved significantly in terms of
smooth running and lateral distribution. This results in less
mechanical stress on the bearings and the sealing system.

ExaCut ECL principle of operation
Vertical rotor 2.
with blade
Liquid 1.
manure
inlet

Cutting screen
7. Octuple
Ventilation

6.

Hydraulic
motor

9. Liquid manure
and cut fibrous
matter
Heavy material
separator

3.

6.
5.

ExaCut ETX Interior view

4.

Liquid manure
outlet

8. Separated heavy material
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Section management
With our Comfort Flow Control® (CFC)
and other optional features,
Vogelsang provides perfect section
management for bar systems.

CFC deactivated

d
CFC activate

Spread liquid manure at precisely the right place

Comfort Flow Control

TopSwing

Comfort Flow Control (CFC) is the universal
solution for sectional switching, tramline
switching, and/or closing off selected hose
groups on the dribble bar system. The way
the patented CFC system works is uniquely
simple and clever: an air bellow developed
specially by Vogelsang is filled with air
pressure, sealing off the liquid manure
admission to the corresponding discharge
hose. The CFC is installed on the distributor
outlets hose-tail and can fit any distributor model. Controls in the driver‘s cab can
pneumatically switch off any individual
hose or any group of hoses.

TopSwing customizes the working width
by hydraulically folding of the outer frame
elements about 180 degrees. The frame
elements are then set on top of the basic
frame and the Comfort Flow Control
closes the appropriate discharge hoses.
Further details on page 5

In addition, the CFC can be used as a
compact and reliable DropStop, for example,
for cultivators or grassland-injectors.

DoubleFold
The working width of DoubleFold can
be easily reduced. The outer frame components, the so called TopSwing, can be
reduced by up to 50% by manual folding.
The appropriate discharge hoses are closed
by Comfort Flow Control.
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Standard with tramline

DoubleFold

TeleShift
TeleShift does not only reduce the transport length, it also enables a decrease of
the working width. The extendable endings of the boom, combined with Comfort
Flow Control, enable a wide range of
working widths.
Further details on page 4

Half-boom section switch-off
This function shuts off one of the two
feedinglines to the ExaCut. This can be
done pneumatically, hydraulically, or
manually. Therefore only one side boom
will be charged with slurry.

TopSwing

TeleShift

Half-boom section switch-off

BaseRunner

Sliding skate for nutrient-efficient liquid manure spreading
Additional module for growing
crops or grass
In order to use liquid manure optimally
in growing crop or grass, low-emission
spreading is important. This requires
applying liquid manure under existing
grass or crops with minimizing the leaf
contamination. In this case, nutrients
can be efficiently absorbed from the soil,
which has a positive effect on yields. This
is perfect for pasture land, creating ideal
growth conditions.

Ideal operation
The skate divides the growing plants
while the liquid manure is deposited in a
narrow strip behind the skate minimizing
the leaf contamination. The BaseRunner
sliding skate can be used in any kind of
crops or grass. The sliding skate always

follows the contour of the ground thanks
to its sturdy and permanently elastic shaft
material. That ensures a spreading as close
as possible to the ground.

Factory fitted or retrofitted
The BaseRunner sliding skate can be fitted
at the factory, or retrofitted to existing
dribble bar systems with minimum effort.

Large working widths and high
effectiveness
With its optimized weight design, the
BaseRunner sliding skate can be fitted
to working widths up to 30 m, making it
possible to work with existing tramlines,
which is easier on the soil. This sets a new
standard of effectiveness in sliding skate
technology.

Advantages
• Working widths up to 30 meters
• Easily retrofitted sliding skate
system
• Integrated skid ensures lowemission liquid manure spreading
on soil level, under existing plants
• Weight optimized design
• Consistently follow of the ground
contour

We also offer an interchangeable
skid. Ask us for more details!
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SwingUp – proven technology

The compact dimensions and advanced engineering
allows SwingUp an universal and flexible use.
SwingUp is our all-rounder for liquid
manure spreading. This compact model
demonstrates high stability and flexibility
at the same time. Weighing just one
tonne with a working width of 12 meters,
SwingUp is light and therefore also suitable for compact tankers.
SwingUp means maximum spreading
accuracy. This is provided by the precision
distributors, Vogelsang’s flexible special
hoses, which adapts to the shape of the
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ground, and the rigid end hoses which
deposit the liquid manure accurately on
the ground and not on the plants.
This system is particularly easy to install
and can be easily and quickly mounted to
existing tankers. In general, the onboard
hydraulic system of the tractor will be
enough to control all the functions of the
linkage. Just ask and we will be glad to set
up a SwingUp system for your situation.

that pays off

Light design – p ower ful p er formance

SwingUp features

SwingUp options

• Maximum spreading accuracy with
Vogelsang precision distributor (choice
of DosiMat or ExaCut) and double
symmetrical hoses
• DropStop – dby rotating the end hoses
up 180°
• Transported above the mudguardl
• Narrow transportation width
• Remote releasing of booms
• Fixed installation on tank
• Easy to install thanks to EasyPack
• Variable mounting brackets for
customized installation
• Even discharge distance between every
pipe outlets ensures optimum growth

• CFC® Comfort Flow Control for partial
width switching
• Half-boom section switch-off
• End hoses in DN 5
• Hydraulic unlocking of the booms
• Available in four-point linkage
• TeleShift at the rear/front for a reduced
transport length
• Fully installed on the tanker at the
Vogelsang factory or by an authorized
dealer or Vogelsang subsidiary

Working widths
• 7.5/9/12/15/18 meters
• Custom widths available upon request

“With the SwingUp system
including section switching, we
are able to satisfy the exacting
demands of our customers.
Whatever the crops and weather,
the spreading is perfect with
minimum odor. This is a fact for
which both the farmers and their
neighbors are thankful.”
Christof Schürmann, agricultural
contractor, Börger
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Can also be used
with our BaseRunner
sliding skate!
Find more
on page 9.

SwingMax3 –
maximum performance

Perfect: the versatile dribble bar system for working
widths from 18 to 33 meters.

Maximum e f fec tiveness

SwingMax3 is the optimum solution for liquid manure spreading with large working widths. Optional features like TopSwing,
DoubleFold, TeleShift, or Comfort Flow Control ensure maximum
flexibility in use. The special double-frame linkage is able to treat
with maximum dynamic loads, ensuring trouble-free, costeffective operation and weight optimization at the same time.
The clever interaction between the sequenced hydraulic and
mechanical components in the SwingMax3 ensures secure and
speedy opening and retracting.
The heart of the SwingMax3 is the ExaCut distributors located
centrally in the side arm of the boom, which can be configured
according to the customer’s specifications. The location of the
precision distributors ensures quick and easy access at any time
for service work.
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SwingMax3 provides professional technology for the most
stringent requirements, suitable for agricultural contractors,
machinery rings, and large agricultural operations.

SwingMax3 features
• Boom with double frame for extra stability
• Maximum spreading accuracy thanks to ExaCut precision
distributor and double symmetrical hoses
• DropStop – by rotating the end hoses up 180°
• Transported above the mudguard
• Slope compensator, passive, via central suspension
• TopSwing for a reduced transport length

and flexibility

• Mounted in four-point linkage

SwingMax3 options

• Compact installation on the tanker
• Easy to install thanks to EasyPack

• CFC® Comfort Flow Control for partial
width switching

• Even discharge distance between every

• Half-boom section switch-off

pipe outlets ensures optimum growth

• End hoses in DN 50
• DoubleFold
• TeleShift at the rear/front for a reduced
transport length

“In our contracting business,
reliability and precision are what
counts for the customer, especially
with wide working widths. With the
SwingMax linkage, I can achieve
excellent and economical results.”
Henning Kanjahn, Kanjahn Contractors,
Neuenkirchen

Working widths
• 18/21/24/27/30/33 Meter
• Custom widths available upon request
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SwingMax36 – a new dimension of
dribble bar technology
Maximum working width with high flexibility and stability
SwingMax36 advances to a new dimension. For the first time, it’s
now possible to spread organic fertilizer evenly across a working
width of 36 meters. This allows the use of the existing tramlines,
reducing the cost and time to a minimum, as well as the amount
of travel across the field.
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SwingMax36 is also designed for maximum flexibility. Intelligent
partial width section management means that the 36 meter
linkage can be adjusted flexibly to working widths of 21, 24, or
30 meters. This is made possible by the TeleShift and TopSwing
elements.

SwingMax36 is a design based on the
tried-and-tested SwingMax3 dribble bar
linkage. The framework was designed
as a triple construction due to the huge
working width and an additional folding
element was added. Three ExaCut
precision distributors ensure precise
spreading.

SwingMax36 features

• Compact installation on the tanker

• Boom with double frame for extra

• Even discharge distance between every
pipe outlets ensures optimum growth

SwingMax36 is the system for liquid
manure spreading for operations
demanding maximum working width.

• Transported above the mudguard

stability
• Maximum spreading accuracy thanks to
ExaCut precision distributor and double
symmetrical hose
• DropStop – by rotating the end hoses
up 180°
• Slope compensator, passive, via central

SwingMax36 options
• CFC® Comfort Flow Control for partwidth section cut-off
• End hoses in DN 50
• TeleShift at the rear/front for a reduced
transport length

• TopSwing for a reduced transport length
• Mounted in four-point linkage
• DoubleFold

Impac t and f lexibilit y with maximum working widths
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DoubleSwing makes it possible
A unique approach designed especially for large working widths
The principle is simple but extremely effective: in the first pass,
the DoubleSwing is completely unfolded and the manure is
spread for example in the outer section from 1 to 9 m or 27 to 36
m. The insides 18 m are then fertilized in the second pass on the
tramline while the DoubleSwing is folded up. The DoubleSwing
method allows you to use the normal tramline width. This means
that you do not have to drive in the crop which reduces the yield
as is necessary with working widths less than 36 m.
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In addition, the DoubleSwing system allows you to use smaller
tanks with larger working widths. In addition, there is less
pressure on the soil, and the reduced pull allows you to use
smaller tractors for spreading.

DoubleSwing features

DoubleSwing options

DoubleSwing options

• Maximum spreading accuracy thanks to
ExaCut and double symmetrical hoses

• CFC® Comfort Flow Control for partial
width switching

• 13.5/27 meters

• DropStop – by rotating the end hoses
up 180°

• Half-boom section switch-off

• 18/36 meters

• Transported above the mudguard

• TeleShift at the rear for a reduced
transport length

• Slope compensator, passive,
via central suspension

• 15/30 meters

• End hoses in DN 50

• Mounted in four-point linkage
• Even discharge distance between every
pipe outlets ensures optimum growth

Easy on the soil with working widths o f 36 m

“On a lot of farms, an effort is made to use the tramlines as much as possible. With
the DoubleSwing system, the user always remains in the standard tramline for the
other machines. This is good for the ground and helps maximize yield. The ability
to use small tractor/tank combinations with a high degree of effectiveness makes
the DoubleSwing system particularly attractive.”
David Berding, Agricultural Sales, Vogelsang
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Compax2 – the stable
and flexible solution for
self-propelled vehicles

Efficient spreading and maximum efficiency with a large working
width and compact transport length
The Compax2 dribble bar linkage towed by self-propelled vehicles
is an excellent method to spread liquid manure with maximum
impact. The dimensions of the Compax2 folding system were
adapted for spreading manure with a self-propelled vehicle:
The Compax2 folds up completely behind the vehicle so that the
driver‘s vision is not blocked and the width of the vehicle is not
enlarged.
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Overall, the Compax2 was designed to accommodate the special
requirements of self-propelled vehicles that are used in season
around-the-clock. The liquid dispersal system, hoses, and ExaCut
distributor are designed to spread large amounts at a maximum
speed.

O p timal solution for self-prop elled vehicles

Compax2 features

Compax2 options

• Maximum spreading accuracy thanks to
ExaCut precision distributor

• CFC® Comfort Flow Control for partwidth section cut-off

• Compact transport length of 3 m behind
the self-propelled vehicle

• Oscillation compensator, active

• Electrohydraulic folding
• DropStop – by means of CFC hose
switch-off
• Slope compensator, passive,
via central suspension
• Discharge and end hoses in DN 50
• Mounted in 3-point design
• Even discharge distance between every
pipe outlets ensures optimum growth

Working widths
• 12/15/18 meters

“The Compax dribble bar
linkage is a perfect match for
our self-propelled vehicles.
With a transport width of 3 m,
the machine is very easy to
use. Depending on the length
of the field, I can adjust the
working width to 9, 12 and 15 m
and thereby give my customers
very economical and attractive
offers.”
Rainer Fischer, Heinrich Fischer GmbH
Contractor, Damme
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BackPac: Dribble bar linkage for
umbilical systems
Vogelsang‘s answer to umbilical application systems up to 28 meters:
lightweight, stable, effective.
Liquid manure spreading via an umbilical application system
opens up a whole new dimension, presenting a high-efficiency
alternative especially for farms with rolling hills. Instead of being
transported in a tanker, the liquid manure is pumped directly
onto the field using a pipe system. It is connected directly to the
umbilical application system, the fertilizer being spread directly on
the field. This technology offers excellent soil conservation
with total effectiveness.
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Make use of these advantages with our BackPac. We have
adapted this linkage perfectly to the requirements of the
umbilical application system. The weight-optimized linkage
gives maximum stability. For transportation, the BackPac folds
up behind the tractor keeping within legal width restrictions.

BackPac features

BackPac options

• Maximum spreading accuracy thanks to
Vogelsang precision distributor

• CFC® Comfort Flow Control for partial
width switching

• Transport position behind the tractor

• DropStop with Comfort Flow Control

• Mounted in 3-point linkage

• Half-boom section switch-off

• Reinforced supporting frame to absorb
high traction

• Slope compensator, passive, via central
suspension

• Even discharge distance between every
pipe outlets ensures optimum growth

• Semi-hydraulic folding

Working widths
• 9/12/15/18/21/24/27/28 meters

“When spreading liquid manure,
we seek to maximize efficiency and
minimize soil compression on our
farm. We therefore chose a liquid
manure hose drag system.
Whether spreading manure on
crops or a meadow, the Vogelsang
BackPac hose linkage allows you to
spread manure quickly, precisely and
reliably.”
Gerd Wolken, Wolken Wittmund
Agricultural Contractor, Wittmund

The e f fec tiveness o f direc t piping is maximized
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When it comes to service,
we leave nothing to chance
Whether you require commissioning, training, or full service with a
maintenance agreement and wearing parts service package, we are
always available with our individualized all-round service and we
guarantee smooth operation from the start.
Ever y thing for smo o th op eration and long life times

Support and supply from A to Z

We think ahead

Because we are aware that close customer proximity is essential
for our joint success, we design our services to best meet your
needs. In Germany and in countries where we have subsidiaries,
Vogelsang service centers and contractual partners generate an
active dialogue with our customers and provide reliable support.

Thinking ahead in your best interest begins with our extensive
and detailed product documentation. Spare parts are available
within a short time due to our high degree of vertical integration
in production. In addition, you will always find an authorized
service partner in your area who can help with repairs and wearing parts replacement. The Vogelsang ServicePack completes
the offer. Whether you need start-up, on-site training, training
at the Vogelsang facility, or full service support with a maintenance contract and a wearing parts service package – we offer a
support program tailored specifically to your needs.

That means: you get the precise support you need in every phase
of our partnership. Our highly qualified staff makes it possible
– experts such as consultants and technicians who know your
Vogelsang machines inside and out.
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Spreading systems and more
In addition to dribble bar linkages, Vogelsang offers many innovative products and
solutions for liquid manure spreading and management.
Find out more at vogelsang.info

XTill combines soil conservation Strip Tillage
with optional root-level liquid manure fertilization. With Vogelsang XTill, the soil is optimally
prepared for sowing row crops. Liquid manure
can be spread simultaneously and is deposited
precisely where plants need nutrients: around
their roots. Few emissions are produced in this
process. The special parallelogram design keeps
the soil tillage depth constant. A height-adjustable bull tongue is used to deposit the liquid
manure to the desired depth at root level.

With SynCult you can easily equip your tillage
equipment for liquid manure fertilizing. SynCult
is a complete set containing all the parts needed
for the conversion. The fastening points for the
precision distributor and the liquid manure
outlet are predetermined, guaranteeing good
work results and a long lifetime for the liquid
manure system on the tillage equipment. The
warranties on the tillage equipment from our
partner manufacturers AMAZONE, Väderstad,
Köckerling, Horsch, and Pöttinger are in no way
affected and remain valid.

Spreading is a pre-requisite for making the
most of liquid manure as a recyclable material.
Vogelsang precision distributors can be used
with any dribble hose and sliding skate system,
cutting tool, cultivator, or short disk harrow
and enable precise organic fertilization.

Vogelsang rotary lobe pumps are an ideal
solution to the needs of agriculture. They
represent sophisticated, robust, and powerful
technology, which is continuously optimized
for your benefit. Our developments like the
InjectionSystem guarantee long service life and
the QuickService concept makes the pumps easy
to maintain. This is a decisive advantage when
economical solutions are required.

The more flowable and homogenous the liquid
manure and digestates are, the more effectively
they can be used as organic fertilizers. The
RotaCut macerates all the coarse and fibrous
matter in the liquid manure and offers effective
protection against foreign matter and heavy
material. On a liquid manure transport vehicle,
RotaCut provides reliable protection for the
pump system and ensures a homogenous and
easily metered liquid manure suspension.

Liquid manure management – Powerful,
reliable, and user friendly for stationary and
mobile use – these are the requirements that
our PowerFill and tank filling stations with the
FillMaster S and FillMaster M must meet. The
principle of operation of the PowerFill and the
FillMaster enables quick and convenient filling
for every vacuum tank or open top tank.
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ENGINEERED TO WORK

With our overseas subsidiaries and service
centers, we are world-renowned for
advanced engineering and customerfriendly solutions.

Our product range
We offer solutions for the following areas:
• Industrial sector
• Waste water treatment
• Biogas
• Railway waste water disposal
• Agriculture

How to reach us
Vogelsang is present worldwide. Visit us
online for more information about our
company and wide range of services:
vogelsang.info
We are here to assist you and look forward
to speaking with you.

We offer a broad range of products:
• Rotary lobe pumps
• Maceration technology
• Distributors
• Spreading technology
• Supply and disposal systems
• Complete solutions
We also offer customized solutions for
your specialized applications.

vogelsang.info
Hugo Vogelsang Maschinenbau GmbH
Holthöge 10–14 | 49632 Essen/Oldb., Germany
Phone: +49 5434 83-0 | Fax: +49 5434 83-10
info@vogelsang-gmbh.com
Australia vogelsang.com.au | Austria vogelsang-austria.at
Brazil vogelsang.com.br | China vogelsang.com.cn
Czech Republic vogelsang-czech.cz | Denmark vogelsang-as.dk
Finland vogelsang.fi | France vogelsang.fr
Great Britain vogelsang.co.uk | India vogelsangindia.com
Ireland vogelsang.ie | Italy vogelsang-srl.it
Malaysia vogelsang.com.my | Mexico vogelsang.mx
Poland vogelsang.pl | Romania vogelsang.ro
Russia vogelsang.ru | South Korea vogelsang.co.kr
Spain vogelsang.es | Sweden vogelsang.se
USA vogelsangusa.com | Germany – Eastern Branch
Vogelsang Lutherstadt Eisleben vogelsang-gmbh.com
Vogelsang International vogelsang-international.com

Product availability, appearance, technical
specifications and details are subject to
continuous development. All information
presented here is therefore subject to change.

Copyright© 2015 Hugo Vogelsang Maschinenbau GmbH. In selected countries, Vogelsang®, HiFlo®, RotaCut®, ACC®, CFC®, BioCrack®,
XTill®, EnergyJet®, BioCut®, CC-Serie® and PreMix® are registered trademarks of Hugo Vogelsang Maschinenbau GmbH, Essen/Oldb., Germany.
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Our company
Innovation and progress have been
hallmarks of Vogelsang for over 80 years
and have made us a leading global plant
engineering company. Time and time
again we have achieved significant
milestones of progress. Today, we develop,
manufacture and distribute some of the
most innovative and reliable machines
and systems for agriculture, municipalities
and industry.

